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Established in 1855, McCarthy Tétrault grew, as Canada grew, ultimately becoming Canada’s
first national law firm.
In Quebec, Ontario, Alberta and British Columbia, the firms that brought us together assisted
great Canadian companies and individuals solve their problems and reach their goals. From
coast, to coast, to coast, our clients have included quintessentially Canadian interests; houses
of government, prominent financial institutions, resource companies, industrial enterprises,
development organizations, groups of professionals and often those in our society in need of
assistance who did not have the means to pay. It is amazing to reflect on what we have
achieved over the last 150 years (162 actually).
Today we are a multilingual, diverse organization that prides itself on being inclusive, fair, and
welcoming. While our reach has become international, our roots are firmly planted at home. The
McCarthy Tétrault Foundation is one component of that, which ensures we give back to the
communities that enrich us and drive our success.
Part of being Canada’s most innovative law firm also means embracing the diversity of all of our
professionals, and indeed, Canada itself. Diversity and inclusion is a business imperative – for
us and for Canada. That is why we champion those clients that truly embrace diversity and
inclusion, and who inspire all of us to continuously improve. We understand that diversity and
inclusion are at the centre of bringing forward the richest ideas and the strongest teams, and we
and our clients are better for it.
Canada is a nation of innovation, ingenuity, and ideas. We are eager to see what lies in store for
our country in the next 150 years, and we are proud to know we will be part of that great future.
We will continue to tap into our entrepreneurial spirit, to innovate, to continue to redefine how
we serve our clients and our communities, as Canada continues to expand its influence around
the world.
On behalf of the partners of McCarthy Tétrault, we wish everyone a Happy Canada Day!
Dave Leonard,
Chief Executive Officer

